FASHION AIDS KIT — Have your "Fashion Aids" handy when you want them...this compact carrying case contains 14 of the Fashion Aids shown on the preceding pages. The tray has separate compartments for accessories and is removable. With tray removed it serves as a handy over-night case.

Visit Your Singer Sewing Center for free lessons on Fashion Aids

Just stop in any Singer Sewing Center...there's one near you...and with the friendly assistance of an expert teacher you will learn in a few minutes how to make professional finishes for wearing apparel and fabric furnishings.

And don't forget about Singer's free sewing courses in clothing and home decoration! They're yours for the asking...merely stop in or phone for an appointment. Our teachers are always ready to give you cheerful expert advice on all your sewing problems.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

MA 2470 PRINTED IN U.S.A.

Courtesy of April 1930's Sewing Shoppe
www.April1930s.com
Sewing today is so easy that women who never before held a needle are busy on their first dress or slip cover. And never before has sewing been so much fun. For now the average woman can be the equal of professional dressmakers in applying smart, fashionable touches to her clothes and fabric furnishings. This has been made possible by easy-to-use Singer Fashion Aids—cleverly designed attachments that fit right on your sewing machine and turn out every conceivable effect with dependable precision, even for the beginner.

Another aid to easier sewing are Singer Sewing Stools—made of the finest selected woods to match the lines of your sewing machine perfectly. They are designed and constructed at just the right height to make you comfortable and relaxed while you sew. And surprise...lift up the cover and you have a roomy storage place for fashion aids, thread, scissors and other sewing accessories.

Have You These Essential Fashion Aids?

These important Fashion Aids may be in the drawer of your sewing machine. If you are not entirely familiar with their use, stop in at your Singer Sewing Center for free instructions. If you have misplaced any of them, they may be purchased at the prices below.

**Binder**—For applying bias binding as a decorative trimming

- 80c

**Ruffler**—Makes and applies ruffling, pleating and gathering

- $1.25

**Foot Hemmer**—For making the narrowest possible hems

- 75c

**Tucker**—Produces tucked trimming for fine fabrics without basting

- $1.50

**Cloth Guide**—Makes even, parallel rows of stitching for decorative effects

- 20c

**Adjustable Hemmer**—For making hems of varying widths with the utmost precision

- $1.50
**Quilter**
Wouldn't you love to have one of those glamorous quilted house coats that smart women find so useful nowadays? Or, how about a cozy bed jacket? Both of these musts are easy to make with the Quilter. Perfect for home decorations too...

50¢

**Gauge Presser Foot**
This Fashion Aid has a set of adjustable guides for applying rows of stitching to coatings as well as fine materials. It gives a precision tailored appearance to suits, coats and children's clothes.

$1.15

**SingerCraft Guide**
Fascinating... makes rugs from twine, yarn, rags or even old silk stockings right on your sewing machine. Those modern deep pile white rugs you see in the model rooms and interior decorating magazines are easy to make.

50¢

**Hemstitcher**
Separates the threads of the material and overcasts them firmly into position, creating durable, accurate, clean-cut hemstitching or pleat edging. Excellent for laces, laces, nets, silks or fine cottons.

$4.75

Courtesy of April 1930's Sewing Shoppe
www.April1930s.com
ZIPPER FOOT
Seams as though everything has slide fasteners today. That’s why Singer has introduced this new Zipper Foot with the slide feature that allows you to stitch along either side of a slide fastener. Ideal for use on clothing, or for making snug-fitting slip covers .................. 50¢

TUBULAR TRIMMER
This remarkable Fashion Aid sews the seam and turns it for tubing in one operation. Cord may be inserted at the same time if filled tubing is desired. Tubular trimming adds distinction to all types of clothing, whether used as appliqué, overlay or for frog closings ............ 4.50

BRAIDER
Braiding is always in fashion . . . . you see it everywhere on collars, jackets and dresses. It’s so very easy to apply with the braider . . . . 90¢

BLIND STITCH BRAIDER
This little miracle applies decorative braiding and hides every stitch. Use it for very smart touches ................... 2.00

FAGOTING
Dainty, lace-like fagoting is always appealing on crisp white collars and for luscious touches. It’s stunning on blouses, summer dresses and children’s clothes, too. It’s easy to create with the Fagoter .................. 1.50

Courtesy of April 1930’s Sewing Magazine
www.april1930s.com
**Flange Hemmer**
Fragile sheer materials, such as chiffon and georgette, require very fine rolled hems. What would be a tedious painstaking operation by hand, becomes a joy with this little gadget. Use it for lingerie, filmy blouses and dresses...

$2.70

**Stocking & Flatwork Darners**
Darn stockings quickly and perfectly right on the sewing machine. The Stocking Darners is made just the right size to fill the heel or toe of a stocking. The Flatwork Darners is used in mending table linen, towels, or bedspreads...

$1.15

**Edgestitcher**
Indispensable whenever stitching must be done on the extreme edge of a line. Use it for skirt hems, joining lace, applying braid and edging ruffles and seams. Makes piping easy and fun to do...

40¢

**Skirt Marker**
It's no longer a two-person job to mark hems now. Just fasten this marker to a yardstick at the desired height, squeeze the bulb as you turn and you have a straight, even chalk line to follow for hemming...

59¢

8¢ with yardstick and base

*Courtesy of April 1970 Sewing Shoppe*
**HAND PINKER**

This hand pinker will reel off yards and yards of perfectly pannedseams in a jiffy. Just clamp it to your table and pindle away. Works on any material—silk, satin, sheer organdy to heavy felt, oilcloth and leatherette. 

$5.00

**MACHINE PINKER**

Works exactly like the one above, but attaches to your sewing machine and leaves both hands free to guide your fabric. You will be delighted when you see how much pinking adds to that eye-filling taffeta evening dress! Or, is it that sporty felt riding jacket? 

$4.75

**THREADER & RIPPER**

Here's a little helper that leads a double life. Has a sharp blade on one end to rip seams, and a needle threader on the other. 

50c

**MATERIAL GRIPPER**

This "third hand" clamps to edge of machine, holding material while you pin, hoist or sew. 

50c

**ELECTRIC SCISSORS**

These modern shears will zip through any material in a fraction of the time it takes by hand. Takes all the anxiety out of cutting, leaving no ragged edges or aching fingers. Always sharp and dependable. 

$7.50
**Singer Automatic Electric Iron and Cord Control**

The Singer Iron features the Fabric Dial, which automatically provides the correct temperature for ironing any material selected. Makes ironing safer, because there is no danger of scorching. It also features a sealed-in heating unit, tarnish proof sole plate, easy tilt heel rest and molded handle to fit the hand comfortably.

- 800 Watt Iron ............ $5.95
- 1000 Watt Iron ............ $6.95

*All prices are with your old iron*

The Singer Cord Control is a flexible support which fastens to end of ironing board. It keeps the cord clear of the work being ironed and out of the way. Support may be removed, leaving clamp attached to ironing board. 

**Singer Folding Iron**

A useful quality product ... not to be confused with similar appearing cheap irons. The block-enameled hardwood handle folds over against the iron, making it handy to put away when not in use. It's lightness and small wedge point make it perfect for lingerie, walls, intricate lacework and other fine pieces. Grand for baby clothes. Weighs only 2 pounds and 2 ounces, making it handy for travelling. Supplied with a colorful suede carrying case. 

- $3.95

**ZIGZAGGER**

Creates a fine zigzag stitch, adjustable from almost invisible to boldly decorative effects when applying laces, monograms or covering cord. Especially suited to fine linens and lingers... 

- 95c

**GATHERER**

For close, even gathers: self-stayed. Assures smooth, easy fitting and soft, attractive detail. An essential for all types of dresses as well as for dummies, children's clothes and fabric furnishings for the home. 

- 40c
**CORDER**
Stitches material firmly and neatly around cord, for an edging, for tailored detail, or for trimming. It's particularly good for edges of coat and jacket fronts, necklines and sleeve edges, and for accented seams in fabric furnishings. Furnished with either left or right hand...

$40.00

**BUTTONHOLER**
You'll love to make buttonholes with this little marvel, it's so easy to operate. Turns out perfect, non-traying buttonholes in a jiffy. And it's adjustable for any size you desire...

$7.20

**SCISSORS SET**
At last... a really complete set of the famous Wiss sewing scissors in a compact, attractive case. Set consists of handy four-inch tailor's points, six-inch sewing scissors with trimmer handles and eight-inch professional dressmaking shears, complete...

$5.95

**Pinking Shears**
These finely made pinking shears have countless uses. You'll find them handy for cutting all lightweight materials...

$4.95

**Embroidery Scissors**
The curved blades make these scissors helpful for embroidery and all intricately cut out and detailed work...

$95.00